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1. Device assignment 

An active reprinter device «Life Transfer» is designed for energy-
information transfer (re-recording) of medicinal properties of vari-
ous preparations (homeopathic preparations, nosodes, organ-
based preparations, toxins, etc.) from ampules and homeopathic 
grits to different carriers. Under the concept of energy-information 
transfer of properties of various homeopathic preparations 
(nosodes, organ specific and classic homeopathic medicines), the 
process of their copying (re-recording) to different inert carriers by 
means of special technical devices is considered. 
"Transfer" or "copying" of information from medicines used in elec-
tropuncture diagnostics and therapy by R. Voll is a particular issue 
of wider scientific problem of drug testing.  

Distilled water, physiological saline, 40% spirit, 20% glycerine so-
lution, homeopathic grits, human blood or plasma, lactose, wax, 
metals, for example, aluminum, as well as colloidal solutions and 
other materials, are used as substances for copying properties of 
original medicines. 
The fact that water has memory for various chemical and physical 
(energy) effects and can be a kind of an information carrier has re-
cently gained increasing recognition in the scientific world. 

The ability to carry out the energy-information transfer of me-
dicinal properties of preparations in different dosages allows to get 
a new approach to the technology of homeopathic medicines man-
ufacturing. In this case, any preparation of any dosage can be easily 
and quickly got and kept in any form for a quite long time. 

In this regard, a doctor does not need to have a large set of prep-
arations, because the active reprinter device "Life Transfer" will al-
low to obtain a continuous range of dosages basing on the original 
forms of homeopathic preparations. 
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The great interest in this regard is in the works of Dr. Wolfgang 
Ludwig, who has shown that even after complete chemical treat-
ment of water from harmful impurities contained in it (heavy met-
als, nitrates, bacteria, etc.) including double distillation, it stores in-
formation about these substances in the form of electromagnetic 
oscillations. These oscillations can be registered spectroscopically 
and, depending on the frequency, can be useful or harmful to the 
body. 

Our device is an active reprinter. An active reprinter differs 
from a passive reprinter by the fact that the passive one re-records 
1: 1, and the active one re-records with the gain from 0.1 to 10 that 
allows to change the dosage of a preparation from 1 up to 8 am-
pules. Our reprinter allows to prepare direct and inverse copies of 
preparations. 

The active reprinter «Life Transfer» with operator’s protective 
block. In addition, this reprinter is a fundamentally new develop-
ment, as it uses a principle of protecting a doctor from the electro-
magnetic field that arises inevitably during the process of transfer 
of energy-information properties of medicines and that can lead to 
the emergence of "information disease" of the last one for a certain 
period. 

It means that our device is safety for an operator. 

The active reprinter «Life Transfer» is designed for operation in 
normal climatic conditions at an environment temperature from 
+10 °С to + 35°С and relative humidity of 80% at a temperature of 
25 °С that corresponds to devices of moderately-cold climatic cat-
egory 4.2 on stability and climatic influences in accordance with 
GOST 15150-69. 
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2. Technical characteristics 

Device operation mode – automatic. 

Types of transfer – direct, with inversion. 

Dosages level – from 0.1 up to 10 with the smooth adjustment in a 

specified range. 

Power supply – USB (+5В) low voltage computer port. 

3. Set completeness  

Quantity, pcs Name 

1 «Life Transfer» device 

1 USB cable 

1 Cable for connecting to «Life Transfer» reprinter 

1 Packaging box 

 

 

 

4. Device construction 

Structurally, the device is made in the form of a small-sized device 
in a rectangular housing, inside which electronic components, 
which allow to carry out energy-information transfer, are placed. 

Power supply is provided from a computer through USB port. 
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The overall dimensions of the complex should not be more than: 
mm L x W x H:  205x140x75 

Weight should be not more, kg: 0.6 

The device has the following jacks, indicators and controls, shown 
in Fig. 1: 

 

 

Fig.1 

 

Front panel: 

1. LED signal of the end of information transfer mode. 

2. «Reset» button – to reset information stored in the device about 
the previous preparation. 

3. Handle to adjust smoothly the dosage of potency. 
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4. Display of indication of modes, potency level and timer opera-
tion. 
5. Time controller of the re-recording process. 

6. Power supply «Switch on» LED. 

7. Container for placing a preparation and a socket for connecting 
a "source/transmitter" of information without inversion of infor-
mation properties. 
 
8. Container for placing a preparation and a socket for connecting 
a "source/transmitter" of information with inversion of information 
properties. 

9. Container for placing a preparation and a socket for connecting 
a "receiver" for recording potentiating information.  

Back panel. 

 

10. USB jack for connection to a computer. 

11. Switch on/off power supply and program launch button. 

5. Setting-up procedures 

5.1. After transportation or storage of the device at low temper-
atures, the device must be kept for 3 hours at least at an indoor 
temperature before switching on. 
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5.2. Remove the device from the package and check visually that 
there are no mechanical damages. Check the completeness of the 
device. 

5.3. Disinfection of the device external surfaces is made with a 
hydrogen peroxide solution. 

Prepare a workplace, providing maximum cleanliness: remove 
foreign devices and disturbing substances that can lead to distor-
tion of the process of re-recording and testing the source of elec-
tromagnetic radiation and magnetic field, active solvents, ethers, 
acetones, benzines, etc. 

6. Delivery completeness 

Put a subject, from which the information transfer is carried out 
(medicines, an ampule, homeopathic preparations, etc.), into a 
container for placing a preparation or connect to a socket of the 
"source/transmitter" connection of the information without inver-
sion of information properties. 
2. Place a carrier (medium), on which information transfer (sugar, 
homeopathic grits, etc.) is carried out, into a container for placing 
a preparation or connect to a socket of the "receiver" connection 
for recording the potentiated information. 

When using homeopathic grits or sugar as a carrier, it is better to 

moisten them with 30% alcoholic solution or vodka. 

When using water as a carrier, it is better to prepare it in a special 

way for recording by irradiation with laser, ultraviolet light, etc. 

When re-recording on liquids, placed in large (up to 100 ml) ves-

sels, the last ones are connected by means of a special electrode to 

a socket of the "receiver" connection for recording the potentiated 

information. 
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 To get an inverse version of a preparation, it is necessary to 
use a container for placing a preparation (for sugar, homeopathic 
grits, etc.) or a socket for liquid carriers of the "source/transmitter" 
connection of information with inversion of information properties. 
 3. Set the necessary time for re-recording process as a con-
troller of time for re-recording process and a dosage level as a 
proper controller. 
 4. To get a copy of a preparation from the Life Expert Profi 
base, connect a corresponding cable to the output socket on the 
right side of the Life Expert Profi to the input socket of a reprinter 
No. 7 or 8 (Fig. 1). 
  5. Switch on the device with the button on the back side of 
the device. The power-on indicator will light up on the front panel 
and "Life Transfer" text will appear on the display. After 15 seconds 
(delay time), the re-recording process will begin. The delay time al-
lows to avoid the effect of the re-recording process on the user. 
 6. After the recording time is over, the device will power off 
the channel and sound a signal. Together with the sound signal, an 
indicator of re-recording end will light up. 
 At first, a "copy" should be removed from the container with 
the "receiver", and then an "original" should be removed from the 
container with the "transmitter". 
 To erase, press the reset button. 
 

7. Inverting technique while energy transfer 

 The term inversion means the possibility of transforming the 
harmful effect of a substance into an opposite effect, which trans-
forms into the homeopathic grits placed in the "receiver" container 
or on a liquid carrier placed on an external electrode connected to 
a socket of the "receiver". 
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 1. Connect a preparation to an electrode connected by a con-
ductor to a socket of the "transmitter with inversion" or place a 
preparation into the "container" (of transmitter with inversion). 
Switch on the device and set the potency according to clause 5. 
 Place a glass with the clean homeopathic grits into the «re-
ceiver» container or connect an external electrode with a carrier, 
on which energy information will be recorded, to a socket of the 
receiver. After 3 minutes, remove the glass with the recorded infor-
mation from the container or from an electrode connected by a 
conductor to the «receiver» socket. Switch off the device. 

8. Built-in timer usage 

 The reprinter has a built-in timer to determine the duration 
of the energy transfer. The timer is set for a duration of 3-10 
minutes, this time is enough for energy transfer (re-recording) of 
medicines. The timer starts automatically 15 seconds after the de-
vice is switched on. After the timer starts, the message "RECORD" 
appears, indicating the timer activation. After the set time is over 
and after the timer starts, a discontinuous signal is heard and the 
message "END OF RECORDING" appears on a display.  
The timer performs only a function of timing and does not discon-
nect the printer. 

9. Safety precautions 

 Read the operation manual before using the device. 
 Do not disassemble the device. Technical maintenance and 
repair are carried out only by the manufacturer. 
 Do not wipe the device surface with alcohol and other or-
ganic solutions, remove the dirt with a soft brush or water-mois-
tened cotton wool tampon. 
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 The manufacturer guarantees the performance of the device 

within 12 months, if the rules of exploitation are respected. 

10. Device containers disinfection 

 Disinfect the electrode part of the device with a cloth mois-
tened with a 3% solution of hydrogen peroxide solution. 

11. Transportation and storage 

 The device in the manufacturer's packaging may be trans-
ported to any distance by road and rail transport (in closed 
transport containers), by air transport (in hermetic aircraft com-
partments), by water transport (in ship holds) in accordance with 
the rules acting on each type of transport. 
 The rules for the device transportion as for climatic factors 
effect must meet the requirements: 

  environment temperature from -5°С up to +50°С; 

 relative air humidity 100% at a temperature + 25°С. 

Terms of the device storage must meet the requirements: 

  air temperature from +8°С up to +35°С; 

 relative air humidity 80% at a temperature + 25°С. 

 

 

12. Manufacturer’s warranties 

LIMITED WARRANTY OBLIGATIONS 

- The warranty period for the product is 12 months. The war-
ranty period starts from the date of sale of the product to the 
Buyer. 
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- In case if the product fails due to a manufacturing defect dur-
ing the warranty period, the Manufacturer agrees to repair the 
product at its own expense or, at his consideration, to replace 
the defective product. 
- Warranty service is performed only by the Manufacturer and 
(or) authorized by him other persons. 
- Product transportation for warranty repair or replacement is 
carried out at the expense of the manufacturer. 
- The products are accepted for repair in a package that en-
sures safety during transportation, in full completeness and 
with warranty documents. 
- The warranty status of repair is determined by the service en-
gineer after full product diagnostics within up to 14 working 
days. 
- Terms of repair are determined by the components availabil-
ity in the warehouse and are up to 14 working days, if the com-
ponents are available in the warehouse, and up to 2 months in 
the case of their special order and delivery. 

- If it’s impossible to carry out repair or replacement, the 

defective product will be replaced within 2 months. 

-The warranty period is prolonged for the duration of the re-
pair. 
- The manufacturer disclaims any warranty obligations in the 
following cases: 
- no warranty card and product documentation; 
- violation of the rules of product transportation, installation, 
connection and operation; 
- breaking the set completeness; 
- damage of the Manufacturer’s and the Seller’s seals, stickers 
and labels; 
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- presence of mechanical, electrothermal and chemical dam-
ages; 
- presence of hard-to-remove foreign stickers and strong con-
taminants; 
- damages caused by the presence of foreign objects, insects, 
liquids or their traces on the surface or inside the product com-
ponents; 
- product modernization and repair by unauthorized by the 
Seller persons; 
- Warranty obligations do not include consumables, accesso-
ries, removable storage media, batteries, connecting cables 
and adapters, fans for cooling devices, replaceable items re-
quiring periodic replacement when operating the product. 
- Following items do not subject to warranty obligations, and 
following claims are not accepted: 
- product set completeness; 
- compatibility of the product with the equipment used by the 
Buyer. 
- The seller is not financially liable for any damage caused to 
the Buyer’s equipment that has worked in conjunction with the 
defective product and does not make any compensation pay-
ments to the Buyer for possible indirect financial losses caused 
by the product malfunction. 
- Non-warranty repair of products and their post-warranty 
maintenance are carried out on general terms and are the sub-
ject of a separate agreement with the Buyer. 

All types of the Manufacturer’s responsibility are covered by this 
warranty 
I have read and agreed with the warranty obligations: 

Signature______________Surname and initials____________ 
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Attention! The enterprise-manufacturer reserves the right to make 
changes to the device design and the software without the corre-
sponding characteristics degradation without prior notice. 
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13. Device acceptance certificate 

Device «Active reprinter Life Transfer» 

Serial №_________________________________________ 

It is manufactured and accepted in accordance with the obligatory 

requirements of state standards, acting technical documentation 

and is recognized as suitable one for operation 

Technical control mark 

Place of seal_________________________________________  

<<_____>>________________________20__ 

(Date of issue) 



14. Device passport  

Device name: Active reprinter Life Transfer 

Standard technical docu-

mentation name: 

ТУ   У 26.2-37191870-002:2017 

Serial number:  

Access code:  

Date of issue (month, year): «________» ______________ 20____  

Registration number EAЭ C N RU Д-UA.ПЩ01.В.25557/ 
47EMC12001 

Date of sale «________» ______________ 20____  

Seller’s signature  

Date of operation start «________________________ 20____  


